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I. Executive Summary – Introduction

This Annual Report on Internal Audit Activities serves two purposes.  

• Communicates outcomes of Internal Audit activities. The report conveys significant issues 
identified and addressed, progress toward ongoing improvement and corrective actions, and continuing 
challenges to the University’s control and compliance efforts. 

• Demonstrates the accountability of the Internal Audit Program. The report addresses utilization 
of our resources, performance metrics and benchmarks, and adherence to professional standards and 
The Regents Internal Audit Charter.  In this regard, our report is consistent with and supportive of 
President Yudof’s accountability initiatives.    

Through a program of planned audits, supplemental audits, advisory services, and investigations there 
were 421 reports issued containing 1,853 Management Corrective Actions which are summarized and 
analyzed in this report.
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Highlights (at close of FY08/09, June)

During FY09, the UC Internal Audit Program:

Completed 620 audit, advisory services, and investigation projects resulting in 421 reports 
that produced 1,853 recommendations for improvements to internal controls that produced 
agreed upon Management Corrective Actions (MCAs)

Validated the closure of over 1,700 Management Corrective Actions that strengthened 
controls, as follows:

● Beginning MCA Number – 1,073 (open at start of FY09)
● MCAs added – 1,853
● MCAs closed – 1,763
● Current open inventory of MCAs – 1,163
● Current high risk past due MCAs – 25
● Current medium/low risk past due MCAs – 330

Met or exceeded benchmarks for:
● Productivity – 85.36% (goal 85%)
● Completion of the Audit Plan – 77% (goal > 70%)
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Highlights (cont’d)

Participated in a number of University initiatives related to:
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Governance
• Change Leadership Initiative
• ARRA (Stimulus Package monies)   

Education and Tracking
• Ongoing involvement with LANS, LLNS 

Lab Management Council and Audit 
Committee processes

• Assisted the President with the 
establishment of the President’s Audit 
Committee

Compliance
• Executive Compensation 
• Information Transparency
• Effort Reporting
• Indirect Cost Waivers
• Health Sciences Vendor Policy

Control Areas
• Willed Body Program Database
• Voluntary Separation Program
• Restructuring business processes
• Policy reviews

Restructuring
• Participated in the restructuring of the 

expense process area
• Assisted in reviewing current structures 

in several business units
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Highlights (cont’d)
Continuous Improvement of the Internal Audit Program:
• Initiated implementation of a systemwide audit management system to streamline 

and enhance the annual audit process  
• Implemented a certification initiative to increase the number of UC auditors achieving 

the professional designation as Certified Internal Auditors
• Began a comprehensive update of the internal audit manual to reflect new 

processes, changes due to restructuring and new professional standards
• Performed a systemwide IT audit self-assessment to assess capabilities and needs
• Coordinated efforts to enhance communication between campuses and with 

Compliance personnel
• Conducted reviews of internal audit programs and assisted with transition of senior 

leadership at UC campuses
• Organized a Compliance and Audit Symposium to provide additional continuing 

education opportunities to Compliance and Audit staff
• Introduced an eminence building initiative
• Accelerated appropriate closure of overdue management corrective actions
• Significantly reduced the number of projects carried forward from the previous year
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Summary and Conclusions

In conjunction with the 421 Audit, Advisory Services and Investigation reports issued, we 
identified no conditions that we believed to represent material deficiencies in internal 
controls to the University system as a whole from a financial standpoint.  In addition, 
while we acknowledge that management has ultimate responsibility for establishing 
internal controls to manage risks, we identified no circumstances in which we believe 
that management’s decisions resulted in the acceptance of unreasonable levels of risk.

Further, based on our FY09 work, we can assert the following as being generally true 
with no reportable exceptions:

1. Management of the University is cognizant of their responsibility for internal 
controls and takes seriously the need for controls and accountability. 

2. There is respect for the objectives of the Internal Audit Program; a high level of 
cooperation is received, and there is no interference with either the 
accomplishment of our tasks or our responsibilities to report to The Regents. 

3. Managers actively participate in the identification of risks and work collaboratively 
with Internal Auditors to address issues raised during Audits, Advisory Services 
engagements, and Investigations. 
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Summary and Conclusions (cont’d)

4. Management is comfortable seeking out Internal Audit for advice and consultation on 
matters with internal control implications. 

5. Matters of importance are reported to The Regents.

Although we did not identify material control deficiencies, there are opportunities for the 
University to implement more effective controls in a number of areas and there are 
ongoing challenges to effective controls and compliance as indicated by the frequency 
of observations regarding:

• IT security 
• Information privacy
• Separation of duties
• Control over cash
• Effort reporting
• Impact of budget cuts on control structure

See Section II.C at pages 13-14 for a more detailed discussion of internal control 
challenges and opportunities.
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II. Audit Program Results & Analysis

Introduction

The data contained in the following section provides: 

• Summary statistical information for the year;

• Systemwide and significant individual audit results; and

• Significant and recurrent control issues.

The data is summarized and analyzed by type of audit service and across functional 
areas of the University, demonstrating the breadth of coverage. Audit findings are 
analyzed by functional area, severity, and status of corrective actions.  
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Table 1

Table 2

II. Audit Program Results & Analysis
A. STATISTICS

See also information on staffing and 
turnover in Section III on pages 25-26.
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The chart below distributes effort by service type (7-Year Trend).

H
ou

rs

Chart 1

II. Audit Program Results & Analysis

This chart 
demonstrates that 
although our 
continued primary 
emphasis is the 
program of 
regular audits, our 
FY09 effort 
distribution 
reflects progress 
toward our goal of 
increasing the 
level of advisory 
service activity.
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II. Audit Program Results & Analysis
B.  SYSTEMWIDE AUDIT RESULTS

Executive Compensation—We continued to perform an annual review of Executive Compensation, 
verifying the accuracy of the Annual Report on Executive Compensation (AREC).  Starting in FY2009, this 
audit also included a review of required reporting on President and Chancellors expenses.  We found the 
processes for preparing the reports to be generally adequate to ensure its completeness and accuracy.  
However, some process changes were recommended to reduce the frequency of minor errors. 

Effort Reporting—This review consisted of an evaluation of the development and implementation of the 
new effort reporting system (ERS) and an assessment of policy compliance.  Although the audit results 
demonstrated generally improved rates of compliance, a significant number of continuing issues were noted, 
indicating a need for enhanced training and communication on effort reporting requirements at the local 
level.  This is a significant focus for FY10 in moving forward with the compliance efforts.  Additionally, the 
evaluation of the ERS implementation identified a need for a disaster recovery plan.

Indirect Cost Waivers—The purpose of this audit was to review processes established for compliance 
with policy and evaluate compliance with policy and local processes. The audit results identified no systemic 
concerns or intentional abuse of the waiver process nor any substantial failure of due diligence in carrying 
out the waiver process.  However, minor policy exceptions and data errors were noted at some locations.  
Further, it was noted that UC’s contracts and grants systems do not allow for comprehensive determination 
of the total dollar impact of waived or modified indirect cost rates.
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II. Audit Program Results & Analysis
C.  SIGNIFICANT AND RECURRENT INTERNAL CONTROL ISSUES

From the body of audit work performed during the year, including investigations, following are the most 
significant and recurrent control issues.  Many of these are the subject of specific management corrective 
actions in the environment where the issues were identified, others are the subject of broader systemwide 
initiatives, while still others are endemic and require continual attention by management.

IT Security—Local audits continue to identify weaknesses relating to control over system access, 
compliance with IT security standards and potential exposure to security breaches.  Although a significant 
amount of remediation efforts have been implemented in response to issues identified in past audits, IT 
security remains a significant systemwide risk.

Information Privacy—Exposure of protected personal and healthcare-related information has been 
identified as a high priority focus at multiple campuses due to the significant data breaches that have 
occurred in recent years. Campus audit departments have taken a more significant role in assessing the 
adequacy of data security controls, regulatory compliance and related monitoring and training efforts.  A 
systemwide HIPAA compliance review is planned for FY10.

Separation of Duties—Inadequate segregation of duties continues to be a recurring issue in internal 
audit reviews.  Ongoing budgetary constraints and staff reductions have exacerbated the issue as 
departments struggle to maintain control structure with limited resources.

Control over Cash—A significant number of internal control issues have been noted in the area of cash 
collection and deposits, including inadequate separation of duties, reconciliation, control circumvention 
and insufficient monitoring.  Campuses have implemented new training programs and have increased 
monitoring activity and physical security to mitigate further risk in this area.
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II. Audit Program Results & Analysis
C.  SIGNIFICANT AND RECURRENT INTERNAL CONTROL ISSUES (con’t)

Effort Reporting—Effort reporting continues to be identified as a priority focus area as a result of 
increased federal scrutiny.  Effort reporting was the subject of an FY09 systemwide audit.  See page 12 for 
detail on the results of this audit.

Impact of Budget Cuts on Control Structure—As university departments are experiencing budget 
cuts, processes are being reengineered and staff positions are being eliminated.  Segregation of duties 
and other internal controls may be lost in this process.  Where possible, internal audit has been involved in 
process reengineering or restructuring to ensure adequate control structure is maintained.
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II. Audit Program Results & Analysis

As previously indicated, our FY09 audit program work produced 421 audit, advisory service, and 
investigation reports resulting in 1,853 Management Corrective Actions (MCAs). The chart below 
depicts the breadth of coverage over the 13 major functional areas of the University.  As shown in 
the table below, the distribution of MCAs correlates fairly closely with the effort expended across 
the functional areas.  This demonstrates that there are opportunities for control improvement 
wherever our attention is focused.

Chart 2

D.  STATISTICAL INFORMATION – Coverage and MCAs

Table 3

Functional Area MCA % Hours %
Financial Management 31% 23%
Campus Depts & Instruction 12% 14%
Information Technology 12% 8%
Research and Compliance 10% 15%
Health Sciences 10% 13%
Auxiliary, Bus & Employee Support 9% 10%
Facilities and Construction 4% 4%
Human Resources and Benefits 4% 3%
Risk Management 3% 3%
Budget and Planning 2% 1%
Development & External Relations 1% 3%
Laboratories 1% 1%
Office of the President 1% 2%

Comparison of MCAs and Hours
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Each audit finding and its 
associated MCA is given a rating 
of high, medium or low risk by 
the auditors.  This judgment is 
made in a local context, and 
items identified as high do not 
necessarily convey material 
deficiencies or risks beyond the 
operating environment in which 
found.  A primary objective of 
this classification is to drive a 
greater sense of urgency in 
completing the corrective action 
and completion of audit follow-
up.

High risk MCAs would include 
those that are systemic or have a 
broad impact, have contributed 
to a significant  investigation 
finding, are reportable conditions 
under our professional literature, 
create health or safety concerns, 
involve senior officials, create 
exposure to fines, penalties or 
refunds or are otherwise judged 
as significant control issues.

The chart below shows the risk rating of the 1,853 MCAs for FY09 by service type.

Chart 3

II. Audit Program Results & Analysis
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Status of Completion of Management Corrective Actions

MCAs are classified initially as open and are only moved to closed status after validation by 
auditors that the agreed upon corrective actions have been taken and sustainable 
improvement has been achieved.

The number of open MCAs increased from 1,073 to 1,163 at the end of the year because of 
the significant volume of new MCA’s resulting from current year audit activities. The overall 
processing of MCAs—with closures representing over 160% of the opening volume and over 
95% of new MCAs—demonstrates that in general management completes the agreed upon 
corrective action in a timely fashion. 

The following charts display the completion status for the entire population of MCAs with more 
detailed analysis of high risk past due items which are individually reported starting on page 
20.  

II. Audit Program Results & Analysis
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The chart below shows the status of all 13,638 MCAs

Table 4

There is a 92% overall rate of closure 
of the MCAs to date.  There is a 94% 
rate of closure for high risk items.

Systems’ solutions and resource 
constraints are the two most 
commonly cited factors in timely 
completion of MCA’s.  

For all high risk past due items it has 
been determined by the auditors that 
these matters are currently receiving 
attention needed to bring to closure 
to items.

II. Audit Program Results & Analysis

Chart 4
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The charts below shows the aging statistics of the inventory of Open High Risk MCAs

In last year’s annual report, we allowed additional time for the status of June 30, 2008 
open items to be resolved by the reporting date of October 2008 (see chart on left).

The chart on the right shows open items as of June 30, 2009.  As of June 30, 2009, 25 of 
the 181 open items were past due with active management resolution plans in process.  
We did not allow the additional timeframe this year but for comparison between the two, 
of the 25 open items as of June 30, 2009, only 13 remained open as of October 2009.

The 25 past due MCAs as of June 30, 2009 are detailed on the following pages. 

II. Audit Program Results & Analysis

Chart 5 Chart 6
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II. Audit Program Results & Analysis

Table 5

Past Due High Rated MCAs
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II. Audit Program Results & Analysis
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II. Audit Program Results & Analysis
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II. Audit Program Results & Analysis
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II. Audit Program Results & Analysis
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Chart 7*In thousands of dollars; UCD,UCLA, UCI, UCSD and UCSF include medical centers.

Also, it should be recognized that there may be other functions who audit controls within a campus but 
the statistics provided here relate to the campus internal audit function only.

III. Internal Audit Program—Staffing Analysis

Table 6
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Professional Staff:

Average Years Total Audit  Experience 18 years

Average UC Audit Experience 11 years

Average Years Audit Director Experience 27 years

Percent of Audit Staff with Bachelors Degree 98 %

Percent of Audit Staff with Advanced Degrees 32 %

Percent of Staff holding Professional Certifications 81 %

Staff Turnover* 13%

* Staff turnover included 9.8 departures for positions within UC, which is generally viewed 
positively, 4 departures outside of UC, 2.25 retirements and 1 long-term leave. Three 
departures were due to restructuring and these individuals were placed in leadership 
positions within UC.

Staffing Statistics

Chart 8

III. Internal Audit Program—Staffing Analysis
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IV. FY10 Audit Plan Update—Impact of Budget Cuts

Of the 11 locations impacted by furloughs:
4 locations canceled projects
3 locations postponed projects to next year
5 locations did not drop any projects and instead reallocated time reserved 
for supplemental audits and advisory services or adjusted the scope of existing 
projects

On average, audit plans (hours allocated for audit, advisory and investigations) 
were reduced by 7%

Advisory services were impacted the most (10% reduction in hours), followed by 
audits (7%) and investigations (5%)

Total number of projects decreased from 351 to 331, a net reduction of 20

Other factors impacting audit plans include:
Local budget cuts
Some locations cannot fill vacant positions due to budget cuts
Some original audit plans already contained a reserve for furloughs
External consultants
Reduction in administrative support FTEs
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UCB  
UCD  
UCI  
UCLA  
UCR  
UCSB  
UCSC  
UCSD  
UCSF  
LBNL    

Chancellor Birgeneau                           
Provost and Executive VC Lavernia            
Vice Chancellor Brase                               
Vice Chancellor Olsen                               
Provost and Executive VC Rabenstein                     
Interim Associate Vice Chancellor Cortez
Vice Chancellor Vani               
Vice Chancellor Matthews           
Interim Vice Chancellor Lopez       
Interim Laboratory Director Alivisatos

The Regents’  
Committee on 

Compliance and Audit

UCB
W.L. Riley             

(8.5)

UCD
R. Catalano             

(12)

UCSF
A. Zubov                                 

(13)

UCSC
B. Long             

(5)

UCR
M. Jenson             

(6)

UCI
B. Nielsen             

(9)

UCLA
E. Pierce             

(27)

UCSB
C. Whitebirch             

(6)

LBNL 
T. Hamilton             

(6)

UCSD
S. Burke             

(16.2)

UCOP
S. Atwood             

(6.5)

* Retired effective 10/1/2009.  At this time, the position will remain vacant and will be reassessed in FY11.

Total Professional Staff, including the Director, is in parentheses. Total Authorized Professional Positions = 118.2 
as of June 2009                  

(LANL & LLNL Audit Departments not reflected in UC Audit Program)

SVP, Chief Compliance and 
Audit Officer,  S. Vacca

Appendix 1 – University of California Internal Audit Program

UC President
M. G. Yudof

University Auditor   
P.V. Reed*                     

(3)
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Appendix 2 – Listing of Final Audit Reports issued FY09

Table 7
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Appendix 2 – Listing of Final Audit Reports issued FY09
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Appendix 2 – Listing of Final Audit Reports issued FY09
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Appendix 3 – Glossary of Acronyms

Table 8
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